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I. OVERVIEW

The research program of our group touches five areas of nuclear physics" (1) Nuclear

structure studies at high spin; (2) Studies at tile interface between structure and reactions;

(3) Production and study of hot nuclei; (4) Incomplete fusion and fl'agmentation reactions;

and (5) Development and use of novel techniques and instrumentation in the above areas
of research.

Significant progress has been made in all the areas of our research program during the
past year. The lists of publications and invited talks are given in Chapter V. In the past 3

years we published 6 letters, 2 rapid communications and 9 full papers. We also submitted

for publication 3 full papers. In addition, 8 publications of invited talks appeared in

conference proceedings.

In the following, we highlight our accomplishments and advances in the five areas of
our effort. In the first area, we continued our search for superdeformation in the mass S0

region. From new experiments we have indications of a ridge in the E_,-E-r matrix in S2Sr,
which may correspond to the predicted superdeformation. An improved decay scheme

for the high spin states in S_Sr has been obtained and a long paper outlining the shape

coexistence and disappearance of pairing correlations in S2Sr is under preparation. We have

carried out a search for multiple superdeformed bands in 136pm and neighboring nuclei,
using the Dwarf Ball as a channel selector. We have further confirmed in new experiments

the existence of large shifts in the proton evaporation spectra when different rotational

bands are populated by the (34S, 2p2n) reaction leading to S2Sr. A long paper is under
preparation summarizing our results in detail.

In the second area we include studies covering the strong interplay between use of re-

actions and structure. \hre have continued the analysis of earlier data leading to population

of entry states in rate earth systems at energies well above the barrier.

At lower excitation energies, corre._ponding to fusic.n near the Coulomb barrier we have

observed in reanalysis of earlier data strong entrance channel effects in the spin dependence

of cross sections for various a( Hl, xn)channels depending on whether the compound nuclei
164yb* and 16°Er* were formed in symmetric (_;_Ni + 1°°Mo, 64Ni + 96Zr) or asymmetric

(160 + 14SSm, 160 + 144Nd) bombardments at matched excitation energies. Furthermore,

dramatic differences in the shape and strength of the G DR spectra were observed depending

whether the compound nuclei were produced by symmetric or asymmetric entrance channel

reactions. Our current understanding of these eff_,cts can be summarized by the presence of

dissipation phenomena on the way to fusion. The shape and energy equilibration are much

slower for the symmetric case with significant emission of giant dipole _/-rays and particles

prior to full equilibration. A coherent pictln'e f(,r the explanation of these e.ff(.c_t's will trove

to account for the large differences in cross sections in the channels that involve a'-pa,ticle

emission. To shed further ligtlt in tl,is prol)h'm we have carried out two exi)erinlents

and have measured spectra of charged particl('s in the above reactions. \Ve hope to see



differences in the subbarrier region and the angular distributions of the a.-partich: spectra

when the entrance channels are symmetric or asymmetric.

On a different problem, we know for sonlet, ime now that in statistical model calculations

a substantial faction of the subbarrier a-particles are emitted from low excitations near

the yrast line. If this is true, then a fraction of the emi'.*ed a"s may have a significantly

long lifetime to be measurable by the x-ray atomic clock method. We have measured

c_-particles in coincidence with K x-rays in the reaction 6°Ni + 1°°Mo +16°Yb* at 250

MeV. The majority of the x-rays originate from the daughter Er nuclei following fast axn

emission and then 7-decay which produces K vacancies by internal conversion. Observation

of the compound nucleus Yb x-rays in coincidence with the subbarrier c_'s indicates that

the c_ emission follows the x-ray emission. Since the latter has a mean life of 4 x 10-1ss,

this provides a clock which shows tha_ part of the c_-emission is to be slower than that time

scale. We have indeed found a small Yb x-ray peak in coincidence with the low energy c_'s
and have thus clocked a' emission. Further analysis of this experiment is in progress.

In another experiment we have measured the giant dipole resonance (GDR) in coinci-

dence with fission fragments and with evaporation residues in order to study nuclear shapes

at high excitation. We have found evidence for very large deformation from GDR observed

in coincidence with fission fragments from the reaction 160 + lSgTb forming 175Ta at 123.4

MeV of excitation. The deformation corresponds to ,3 = 0.55 for T = 1.5 MeV and it is

interpreted to be due to emission from the compound nucleus on the way to fission with

possible structural influences that enhance the observed deformation.

In the third area we addressed the issue of producing hot nuclei in order to study their

properties. In a series of two papers we employed an incomplete fusion reaction to fully

characterize the excitation energy of hot nuclei. From the energy spectra and light charged

particle multiplicities we were able to infer that the level density parameter, a , in a Fermi

gas description decreases as the excitation energy of the nucleus increases. Whereas the

proton and a spectra and nmltiplicities were both consistent with a reduced level density

parameter at high excitation (T _ 3.5 MEV), the deuteron and triton multiplicities were

overpredicted in the simulations emph._yed for extracting the level density parameter. This

signified a serious deficiency in our ability to calculate evaporatively deuterons and tri-

tons from highly excited nuclei. We have shown in a new paper that a description of the

deuteron and triton data is possible, provided that the corresponding inverse cross sections

are reduced over the optical model predictions. For deuterons the required reduction is

consistent with experimental deuteron fusion cross sections. This breakdown of the tradi-

tional approach is attributed to the large perce.ntage of non-fusion components contained
in the optical model absorption cross section.

In the fourth area a number of diverse project_ have been carried out. A new method

for investigating the mechanism and time scale for the dissassembly of excited pro jetties

has been developed. It relies on the determination of the relative angle distributions of

the remnants of the proj('ctilc. . l_i'eal<_l1) as detected mid characterized iri a 4_- detection.



\Ve have thus studied the break,rp of 1_;O into four a-particles and of 2s$i into a variety
of exit channels such as 12C + 4_, or 1(_O+ 3a, etc. From detailed simulations of these

decay mechanisms we found that the 160 -+ 4a decay is exclusively sequential, while

'2ssi _+12 C + 4a is a mixture of sequential decay and fission. Information a.bout the time
scales has also been obtained.

We have studied the excitation energy division in reaction of 49Ti + 9aNb at 19

MeV/nucleon. We have utilized the 4rr nature of the Dwarf Ball and Wall in order to

separate the binary (_ 90 %)events from those where more than one intermediate frag-
ments are produced. We have reconstructed the primary projectile like fragments and were

able to deduce the total kinetic energy loss (TKEL). As a function of the latter we obtain

the target excitation from the light charge particle and neutron emission at large angles.

We find that the excitation energy imparted to the target increases with the transferred

mass from the projectile to the target.

\Ve have studied dissipative collisions of 12_Xe with 2°7Bi at 29 Me\7/nucleon , by

combining the Dwm'f Ball and Wall with the U. of Rochester 4rr neutron multiplicity meter.

\\re found that there is a strong correlation between the neutron and charged particle

multiplicities. There is, however, an important delay in the charge particle multiplicity,

indicating that a low excitations neutron emission dominates, whereas for high excitation

both particles and neutrons are emitted in a correlated way.

Finally we have studied the charged particle multiplicity dependence of the high energy

photon (bremsstrahlung) production in the 65 :XIe\:/nucleon reaction of 4°At Jr- lOSTb. We

find a strong dependence of the bremsstrahmg production with particle multiplicities.
Unlike expectations, the inverse slope parameter is found to be independent of the particle

multiplicity. The bremsstrahlung yields are consistent with the main features of a VUU

calculation that incorporates the general scaling of the geometric model of Nifenecker and

Bondorf. In contrast, the yields are not well correlated with the impact parameter derived

by integrating the particle multiplicities bF' a simple one-to-one mapping.

In the last area of instrumentation and analysis we have made substantial progress.

We have improved the Dwarf Ball detector system by building 18 2-mm thick CsI(TC)

detectors that can be used in front of Ge detectors to minimize absorption We hax_

now designed, constructed and used a set of new discriminators (112 channels) capable

of discriminating in width and amplitude. This allowes us to eliminate essentially ali the

electron pulses from the target and thus lower the thresholds significantly.
A new set of multihit TDC have l_een ordered to be used with the DB\V and the

new Xliniwall. Tile latter is a 110 detector hodoscope compatible with the .NISU Miniball

which was designed and constructed at \Vashington University by L. Solx)tka. The new

discriminators and the multihit Lecroy TDC's were our contribution to this project.

\Ve have made improvements in our comp,tter system. We have acquired a new DEC

3100 model 76 work station. We have also obtnined the necessary hardware and converted

our computer system to a local area cl,lster, in(tcl,(,ndent of the d(,l_artment ()f cl_en_istry



network. \Ve have developed new data. analysis graphics software for DEC windows. \Ve

have also _,cquired a. PC-486 computer in order to run commercial graphics pachages t.lmt

allow us to prepare better quality and faster graphics.



II. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS

IIA. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE STUDIES

IIA1. Search for Superdeformed Shapes iii tile Mass A __ 80 Region--

D.W. Stracener, D.G. Sarantites, N.G. Nicolis, A. Chbihi, T._I. Semkow, V. Abcnante

[WU], C. Baktash, G. Garcia-Bernmdez, I.Y. Lee, N.R. Johnson, F.K. McGowan, M.L. Hal-

bert, D.C. Hensley [ORNL],

During the past year we have carried out a few selected spectroscopic investigations

using discrete -_-ray spectrometry. Special emphasis was given to investigations relating to

tile properties of nuclei in extreme states of deformation, angular momentum and excitation

energy. Superdeformed band structures have been found by many groups in a number of

nuclei in the Ce, Dy and the Hg regions and some progress has been made in understanding

these structures. However, superdeformed bands have been predicted to exist in the mass

S0 region and their observation is crucial in understanding the relative importance of the

deformation driving forces.

In this case, the strong, short-range, attractive nuclear interaction maximizes the num-

ber of neighboring nucleons and leads to spherical nuclei. On the other hand, the electro-

static repulsion between the protons promotes nonspherical shapes and leads to fission for

the heaviest systems. The existence of shell corrections creates a low density of single par-

ticle states with stronger binding which stablilizes large deformations. These shell effects

were used by Strutinski to explain fission isomers and predict the existence of superde-

formed structures at low spin 25 years ago. Finally, the centrifugal distortion arising from

the large rotational frequencies at high spins increases the stability of the rapidly rotating
deformed nuclei. In 152Dy the centrifugal stabilization nearly compensates for the decrease

in electrostatic energy relative to the actinides and leads to a superdeformed struct_lre in
152Dy.

For the lighter systems in the mass SO region, the deformation-driving electrostatic

repulsion is further substantially decreased and it is very important to establish whether

the centrifugal distortion can stabilize the structure and lead to superdefl_rmation.

In our experiments the Dwarf Ball + Wall system provides the i_-uch needed channel
selection and helps overcome several technical difficulties associated with the observation

of such structures in neutron deficient nuclei far h'om stability. We have used this devi_e

in two experiments to look for a superdeformed structure in 82Sr.

In the first experiment we have employed the reaction '-;2Cr(34S. 2p2n) at 130 :XIeV

to populate the high-spin states in S_Sr. In a second experiment we used the reaction

6°Ni('265Ig, 2p2n)S2Sr at 110 .Xle\'. The detection system consisted of the ORNL Compton-

Suppression Spectrometer System (1S Ge detectors), the Spin Si)ectr()meter, and the 4rr
('si Dwarf Ball in the first exp_rim,,nt and both the Dwarf Ball and Dwarf \Va li in the
second olle.



II1 the off-line analysis of both exl)eriments, we generated a 3000 x 3000-chann(q _ -

"_,coincidence matrix subject to the requirements _hat: (1) the Dwarf Ball detects at least

one proton; and (2) the total coincidence fold from the Spin Spectrometer should exceed a

minimum value of kl-- 7. These conditions resulted in spectra that were dominated |)y ")'-
rays from 32Sr. Figure IIAI.1 shows a, partial level scheme for 82Sr, which was constructed

using the above data. In addition to establishing two new bands, we have extended four of

the previously" known s bands to spins that range from :20 to 27h,. Together, they represent

the most extensive high-spin band structure obtained in a medium-heavy nucleus. The

detailed interpretation of the band structures in S2Sr in terms of the cranked shell model

are discussed in the next section.
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Figure IIA1.2. ET-E" t two-dimensional map for S2Sr from the proton-gated data. Tile energy
dispersion is 8 keV/channel.

In searching for superdeformed states, we are closely examining the above two-

dimensional "t - 2' coincidence matrix. Figure IIA1.2 shows this matrix folh:_wingsubtrac-
tion of the uncorrelated background of coincidence 7-rays. A weak ridge-valley structure

is evident in this fugure. The first ridges are separated by approximately 300 keV, which

implies a dynamic moment of inertia of 2'_(2)/1} 2 "_ 53_leV 7 This corresponds to a defor-
mation of ,3 x 0.5 for a deformed rigid rotor. In an effort to identify a discrete SD band,

we are currently employing several algorithms that permit detailed searches with multiple
gates based on assumed bands with constant or slightly varying moments of inertia.

1. C.G. Anderson et al., Phys. Scrzpta 24,266 (1981).

2. J. Dudek and W. Nazarewicz, Phys. Ret,., C31,298 (1985).
3. W. Nazarewicz, J. Dudek, R. Bengtsson, T. Bengtsson and I. Ragnarsson, .Vvcl. Phys., A435, 397

(1985).

4. Y. Schutz et al., Phys. Rev. Left.,48 1535 (1982).
5. B._I. Nyako et al. Phys. Rev. Lett., 52, 811 (1986).
6. P.J. Nolan and P.J. Twin, .41_n. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sct., 38,533 (1988).
7. F.S. Stephens et al., Phys. Rcn'. Lett., 64. 2623 (1990).
8. P.S. |Iaskins et al. Phys. Rev., C32. 1897 (1985).



IIA2. Shape Coexistence and Disappearance of Pairing Correlations in

S2Sr.-C. Baktash (1), G. Garcia-Bermudez (1'2), D.G. Sarantites (3), W. Nazarewicz (4),

V. Abenante (3), J.R. Beene (1), H.C. Griffin (_), M.L. Halbert (1), D.C. Hensley (1),

N.R. Johnson (1), I.Y. Lee (1), F.K. _lcGowan (1), M.A. Riley (1,2), D.W. Stracener (3),
T.M. Semkow (3), and A. Virtanen (1'2)

(1) ORNL, (2) JIHIR, (a) WU, (4) Warsaw, (5) UMich.

Below we give the abstract of a paper published in Phy_ic_ Letter_ (._kppendix A)

summarizing the interpretation of the band structures observed in S2Sr.

ABSTRACT: Extensive high-spin band structures in 82Sr were established using proton-'I-'1 _co-
incidence selection techniques. On the basis of Woods-Saxon crancking calculations with pairing,
four of these bards are interpreted to have prolate, triaxial, oblate, or triaxial shapes. Pairing
correlations are predicted to be very weak at high spins in tbis nucleus, and calculations with no
static pairing successfully reproduce the experimentally observed crossing frequencies and align-
ments despite the fact that none of the bands displays a rigid-rotor behavior, lt is concluded that
the observation of rigid-rotor behavior is neither necessary nor sufficient for the disappearance of
static pairing in nuclei.

Further detailed analysis has led to an improved decay scheme where the top few

transitions in several of the bands are changed.

A full experimental and theoretical paper is presently under preparation.

IIA.3 Highly Deforlned Bands in 136p111.- XI.A Riley, T. Petters, J. Shick, [FSU],

R.J. Charity, D.G. Sarantites, L.L. Wittmer [\VU], C. Baktash, W. Gao, J.D. Garrett,

M.L. Halbert, D.C. Hensley, I.Y. Lee [ORNL], and .J. Simpson [Daresbury].

Following the initial discovery of discrete superdeformed bands in la2Ce and 152Dyl this

area of "/-ra3" spectroscopy has seen a great deal of activity by many groups worldwide. In

the last few years however, ahnost all the superdeformed (SD) spectroscopy groups have

concentrated on the A=150 and new A=ID0 regions. The excitement in these latter regions

has been intense, t)articularly since non-yrast SD bands were observed in individual nuclei,

which has led to the remarkable discovery of ";identical" SD bands in neighboring nuclei. 2

The A = 130 SD or highly deformed region on the other hand has been largely overlooked

during this period. A very key question is, do excited SD bands exist in this region* (which

they should do!) and if so. do they show the remarkable degeneracies as seen in the other

regions.

In July/August an experiment was performed at the Holified Heavv. Ion R.seaiche'_"

Facility at Oak Ridge to search for multiple SD bands in the odd-odd nucleus 135Pm.

The reaction used was 31S + l°_;Pd at a bolnbarding energy of 165 Me\,'. Because charged

particle emission competes on an (_(lual footing with neutron emission in this mass region,

the Dwarf Ball was used to s(,l(__(:tt)ctw_,en tt_e pxn. 2pxn, axn. poxn, etc.. channels. High

resolution ";.-ray information w;ts ol)r;_illod using 1S Compton sllppressed Ge detectors

and fold and total en_rgy iIffor:l_tti<m ()l)t;tiIx(,(t from the Spin Sp(_ctrometer. A total of

$



280 x 1067- 7- charged particle coincidences were recorded. These data are presently

being analyzed.

1. P.J. Nolan and P.J. Twin, Ann Rer. Nucl. _ll_dPart. ,.qcz.38,533 (1987).
2. T. Bryski el at., Phys. Rev. Lett. 64, 1650 (1990).

IIA4. Alignment Processes and Shape Variations in 184pt - M.P. Carpenter, et at.

This work is a complete study of the structure of ls4pt which was recently published

in Nucl. Phys. (.See Appendix B). Bellow is tile abstract from this work.

Abstract: High-spin states in the transitional nucleus ls4pt were populated via the reactions
15aSm(a4S, 4n)lS4Pt and 17'Yb(160, 4n)ts4Pt. The yrast band was excited up to [ = 28h and six
new side bands built on both neutron and proton quasiparticle configurations were observed. Shell
correction-type calculations indicate variations of the nuclear shape in different bands, especially
as a result of band crossings due to the process of angular momentum alignment. Comparison of
the band characteristics are made between _s4Pt. and eight adjacent nuclei. The pattern of band
crossings in these nine nuclei is considered from the viewpoint of blocking comparisons and of
theoretical calculations. The competition between low-frequency uila/_, and rhg/,, band crossings
is discussed.

IIA5. Nuclear Structure Effects ill Proton Evaporation Spectra- D.W. Stracener,

D.G. Sarantites, N.G. Nicolis. V. Abenante, Z. XIajka, T.._I. Semkow [WU], C. Baktash,

G. Garcia-Bermudez, J.R. Beene, N.R..Johnson. M.L. Halbert, D.C. Hensley, F.K. Me-

Gowan, I.Y. Lee, M.A. Riley. A. Virtanen [ORNL], and H.C. Griffin [Lr . Mich].

The study of rotational motion of highly deformed nuclei is perhaps one of the best

ways of studying collective motion in small quantal many-body systems. A striking exam-

ple is the recent observation of superdeformed bands corresponding to a spheroidal shape

with axis ratio 2"1.1 Theoretical calculations that explain these shapes predict structures

with even larger deformations ('hyperdeformed' nuclei with axis ratio --_ 3:1) for rare earth

nuclei at high spins that are near the stability limit against, fission. 2 Since superdeformed

nuclei are produced in very small yields in heavy-ion fusion reactions, it. is important to

understand the mechanisms for populating these local minima, if ways of producing hyper-

deformed nuclei are to be found. The mechanism for their population may be determined

by the influence of the potent, ial energy minima on the particle-emission probabilities via

enhanced level densities and penetrat)ilities. These influences will be more pronounced for

charged-particle emission, because evaporation below the emission barrier is expected to

be enhanced by deformation or structural effects, a't Therefore, charged particle emission

may play an important role in thr _pol)_tlation of hyperdefornled nuclei. In particular, pro-

ton emission naa 3" })e mote iml_ortmxt titan a emission, since protox_s do not rtnnove much

angular momentum and can l_r()l-_(__def(n'mati(m witl_ minimal l)ert_u'bati(m c)f tll(" (unitting
system.



Related to this is the issue of structural influences on the shapes of the proton evap-

oration spectra. We have observed a strong dependence of the probability for subbarrier

proton emission on the nature of the rotational bands populated in the final nucleus.
The results to this study have been published in the Phys. Rev. Letters 5.
Here we summarize the observations and conclusions and discuss recent measurement

and calculations supporting our observations and their interpretation.

(1) As expected, the proton spectra from the (a4s, 2p2n) reaction coincident with the

ground state 2+ --+ 0+ transition show a strong angular momentum dependence (see

Fig. 2a in tlef. 5) that can be understood in terms of phase space arguments from
statistical model calculation.

(2) Furthermore, the proton spectra coincident with high spin states in a given rotational
band have the same shape (see Fig. ab in Ref. 5).

(3) Large shifts are observed when proton spectra associated with different rotational
bands are compared. The spectra, coincident with the yrast and the ground band shift

down and up in energy, respectively, when compared to the two other bands. These

shifts are large, but smaller than those associated with the spin effects seen in 7-ray

multiplicity gating.

(4) The angular distributions of the subbarrier protons associated with the yrast band are
enhanced relative to those from the 2 + -+ 0+ ground transitions which include the

total channel yield.

(5) The 7-ray multiciplicity distribution associated with tile population of the high spin

states in the yrast and the ground band are the same. This indicates that the same

entry regions are involved in the population of the various rotational bands.

These results are very surprising because the entry states are expected to lie at consid-

erably higher excitation energies than the gating transitions and any correlation between

the proton spectrum and the nature of the band being populated ought to be washed out

by the statistical 7-ray emission.
We have carried out numerous detailed statistical model calculations in an effort to

reproduce the observed shifts in the proton spectra. In all the cases either the opposite

trend was found or a spin fractionation for the entry states leading to the high spin yrast

and ground band was required, contrary to result (5) above.

A reasonable explanation of the observed large shifts is suggested by the steep ex-

perimental yrast line and consequently the entry line in S2Sr, which is only a few MeV

above the yrast line. These observations and the data suggest that the population of the

rotational bands in S2Sr, and in particular the yrast band, are populated by near yrast to

near yrast proton emission, which significantly restricts the washing out by the statistical

7-rays of the correlation of the proton spectrum with the populated bands. This expla-

nation is further supported 1)3" the stronger anisotrol_ies observed (result, 4 above) and by

the statistical model calmllations wtfich suggest that 59_Z of the cascades involve a,proton

as the fourth emitted particle in tlle (:_1S, 2n2p) reaction. This is sh(_wn in Fig. IIAS.l(a)
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where the population of the tlie proton emitting states leading to S2Sr is shown as a den-

sity plot. The four stages of emission are visible. We further realize that according to

the statistical model calculations, the subbarrier protons are by and large associated with

the fourth chance emission. This is clearly seen in Fig. IIAS.l(b) where a density map is

shown of the proton energy as a function of the excitation energy of the proton emitting
states.

0 -- ! ' ' i ' 1 I " -- .... "-

(ct) 7s (b) ........

, _.._I_N_. _" - :.. _......:: , .... ,,._..

.:-- ..._

0
L : L , t .I

I ' ' '"' I .... I ' ' " , I'' ' ' '

0 I0 20 _0 40 50 o ,5' lo is 20

I (T_) E.p,c,M(MEV),

Figure IIA.5.1 (a) Density plot of the proton emitting states calculated with EVAP for the reaction
S2Cr(a4S, 2p2n)S2Sr at 130 MeV, A ?'-ray multiplicity selection M._ > 10 has been applied. (b)
Density plot showing the energy of the emitted protons as a function of the excitation energy of
the proton emitting states that lead to st'Sr calculated with EVAP.

It is worth noting that in the S2Sr case. proton emission from near-yrast states may

be associated with a predicted niechanisni based on instability toward nucleon emission

of large spins, connected with the population of hll/2 resonance states in nuclei in this
region. 9 Those prediced yrast proton transitions were also expected to have enchanced

anisotropies as observed in our work.

Since the publication of these first results, we have been analyzing a. follow tip exper-

iment in which S2Sr was produced iii the reaction 6°Ni(26Mg, 2p2n) at 110 MeV. In this

experiment several improvements were made:

(a,) The Dwarf Ball and Wall were emi)loyed , which yielded significantly more accurate

angular distributions than our earlier experinient.

(b) Both 0-ray multiplicity aiid total ")-ray energy information were recorded witli the

spin spectronleter, which allow for combined (5I._, E;) gating in order to emphasize
the observed effects.

11



(c) Better energy resolution in the Ge spectra was obtained by reducing tile Dopler broad-

ening for the high spin transitions. This was done by using a reaction with smaller

recoil velocity.

The analysis of this second experiment is essentially complete. We have made efforts to

ensure that the observed effect is indeed real.With improved statistics we have examined

the Ge Spectra coincident with the gates used to produce the proton spectra for impurities

from other channels. The gates on the yrast band were found to contain only transitions

from levels within the same band (no extra peaks were found). For the ground band a

small admixture from the (HI, 2pn) channel was found and this accounts for part of the

observed upward shift in the proton spectra coincident with this band.

We note that the (HI, 2p3n) channel is not present in these gates, nor is it populated

significantly in these reactions. Any other contamination will produce a shift in the oppo-

site direction (upward shift) to the protons associated with the yrast band. We have also

found that the proton energy shift occurs only for gates on transitions originating from

levels with spins higher thau 10 +.

We have examined the dependence of the shift on the combined total energy (H) and

multiplicity gating (k_). Whereas the multiplicity dependence is very strong, only minor

shifts were observed for constant k,_ for different H v values. We are presently examining

the shapes of the 7-ray continuum spectra associated with the gates that create the proton

shift, with additional selection on proton energies.

1. P.J. Nolan and P.J. Twin, Ann. [tev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 38,533 (1968).
2. J. Dudek in 'The I/arietg of Nuclear Shapes' cd. J.D. Garrett et al. (World Scientific, 1987), p. 19,5.
3. M. Blann and T.T. Komoto, Phys. Scf. 24, 93 (1981).
4. J.M. Alexander, D. Guerreau and L.C. Vaz, Z. Phys. A305, 313 (1982).
5. D.G. Sarantites et al. Phys. _et'. Lelt. 18, 2129 (1990).
6. Z. Majka el al., Phys. Rev. /;etl. 58,322 (1987).
7. J.B. Natowitz, Nucl. Phys. A482, 17lc (1988).
8. F.A. Dilmanian el al., Ph,gs. Rev. Lett. 49, 1909 (1982).
9. N.G. Nicolis el al., Pt_gs. Rev. C41, 2118 (1990).
10 T. Dossing, S. Frauendorf, and II. Schulz, Nucl. Phys. A287, 137 (1977).
11. G.A. Leander, Comp. Phys. Comm. 47,311 (1987).
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IIB. STUDIES AT THE INTERFACE BETWEEN STRUCTURE AND REACTIONS

IIB1. Population of Entry States ill Heavy-Ion Fusion Reactions. - N.G. Nico-

lis, K. Honkanen*, D.G. Sarantites, T..NI. Semkow, M. Rajagopalan, M. J55skelfiinen,

R. Vv'oodward, F.A. Dilmanian [WU]. J.R. Beene, D.C. Hensley, J.H. Barker, M.L. Hal-

bert, S.P. Sorensen and W.T. Milner [ORNL].

The transfer of orbital angular momentum into intrinsic spin of the reaction products

plays an important role in reaction mechanisms. For fusion reactions spin distributions

and associated excitation energy distributions in the evaporation residues can be deduced

from measurements of the population of the entry states, which is accomplished with the

Spin Spectrometer.

A few years ago we completed a set of measurements addressing the careful measure-

ment of the population of the entry states in several systems including 136 MeV 2°Ne +

146Nd and 224 MeV 5°Tj + 13°Tc. The cross section and the entry state population for the

major exit (HI, xn) and (HI, axn) channels were measured.

_I00 ....I ' _ l ,

3oo
e 200

o

100 -
r-----

0 .. =u-q
(5n) (6n)(7n) (8n) (a4n)(a5n)(a6n)(a7n)

Figure IIBI.1. Comparison of calculated (histograms) and experimental (points) channel cross
sections for the reaction 136 _IeV -"ONe+ 14_Nd.

For the statistical model description of these data, we employ the evaporation code

EVAP, described elsewhere in this report. Since EVAP differs in accuracy and features

from the earlier used versions of PACE, we .,tarted a re-examination of these evaporation

residue cross section and entry state data. Results from a preliminary calculation for the

reaction 136 5Ie\: 2°Ne + 14(;Nd are giw'n in Figs. IIBI.1 and IIB1.2. In this calculation

we employed a simple input parameter set involving rotating liquid drop with finite range

corrections yrast lines and fission barriers.
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Figure IIB1.2. Comparison of the experimental (solid lines) and the calculated 7-ray multiplicity
and total 7-ray energy distributions with the calculated ones (dashed lines) for the reaction 136
MeV -'2°Ne + 146Nd (See text,).

The symbols in Fig. IIBI.1 show the cross sections of various evaporation residue
channels in the above reaction. The result of the calculation, indicated by the histograms,

is in a good agreement with the data.
A partially good agreement is obtained in the description of the projected entry state

distributions of these channels. Tile solid and dashed lines of Fig. IIB1.2 show, respec-

tively, the experimental and calculated entry state distributions as a function of the total

"/-ray energy (E*) and gamma-ray multiplicity (M_). The total -/-ray energy (E*) pro-

jections are reproduced relatively well in the peak position and absolute magnitude. The

gamma-multiplicity projections agree well in shape, but they are overpredicted in absolute

magnitude by two units. The dashed line ._/-r-projections shown in Fig. 2IIB1.2 were

shifted down in 2_I.r by two units, in order to obtain agreement with the data.
Different input parameter sets are currently tested in order to explain the deviations

in the prediction of the :_L1-pr(_jections. A possible reason for these deviations may Ix'
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related to the fact that the experimental yrast lines of the above nuclei are steeper than

the ones predicted in a liquid drop calculation.

Similar calculations are in progress for the 224 MeV 5°Ti + la°Tc reaction, for which

fission competes strongly with neutron emission.

* Deceased.

IIB2. Entrance Channel Effects in Fusion Near tile Barrier- D.G. Sarantites,

J. Barreto, R.J. Charity, L. Gallamore, N.G. Nicolis, D.W. Stracener, L.G. Sobotka,

L. Wittmer, [WU], J.R. Beene, C. Baktash, M.L. Halbert, D.C. Hensley [ORNL], and

M. Thoennessen [MSU].

Heavy-ion fusion reactions near the Coulomb barrier have in recent years revealed a

number of interesting effects. One of the most unexpected findings is the observation

that the mode of decay of excited compound nuclei appears to depend on their mode of

formation, l-s However, a satisfactory understanding of these effects is still lacking.

Large differences were originally found in the measurements of the cr2,,/cran channel

cross sections ratios as a function of the compound nucleus spin in the decay of 156Er*

produced at an excitation energy of 47 XleV by the 12C + 144Sm and 64Ni + 92Zr reactions.

We have confirmed these effects 6 in the decay of aB4yb* formed at 49 MeV of excitation

bv the 160 + 148Sm and 64Ni + l°°Mo reactions.

ill ii ii

164yb* 49 MeV
1.0

O0 • 1 :

o • • ,', O "n

0.5 - _• oi • Ni 2n
,_ o _ o O 3n

U" - _;,wj
• $ • -,.,- • Ni 3n¢ • c ' I 0 04n

¢ • l l n !

0.0 .=l=_"_",l-_ .|g,...,...,I,I • Ni 4n
5 10 15 20 25 30 35

k
off

Figure IIB2.1. Channel cross section fractions for the 2n, 3n and -ln exit channels from the decay of
164yb at E* of 49 MeV from __Ni (closed s)'lld)ols) and 160 (open symbols) reactions as a function
of the key/ (corrected for band head spill dift',_ren('esof the gat.ing transitions). Strong deviations
are seen above k,// "-, 15.
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This is shown in Fig. IIB2.1 where tile cross section fractions for the 2n, 3n and 4n

channels are plotted as a flmction of the ">-ray coincidence fold k.y. It is seen that up to

k_ _ 15 the cross section fractions for the 2n, 3n and 4n channels are identical. Above that,

significant differences are observed. Interestingly, no difference for the 211 and 3n channels

were observed for all spin populated (for k T between 5 and 20) in 164yb at 40 MeV of

excitation as seen in Fig. IIB2.2. This is an astonishing excitation energy dependence.
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Figure IIB2.2. Same _s in Fig. IIB2.I, but for the 2n and 3n exit channels from the decay of 16aYb

at E* of 40 t_IeV. Good agreement is observed for ali keff values up to 20. Above that the 160

channel is not significantly populated.

Further puzzling evidence on entrance channel effects is observed in the (HI, a'n)

and (HI, ct2n) exit channels. These two exit channels appear to have also unexpected

but different behaviors for near symmetric and asymmetric compound nucleus formation.

Whereas for the lS6Er* system, the nn channel appears to be dramatically shifted in spin 1

(Fig. IIB2.3), the a.2n channel for the l_;'_Yb* system shows a large (nearly a factor of

2) difference in cross section at hre, t% and similar dependence at the higher k.r values

involved (see Fig. IIB2.4). Due to low cross sections involved in the c_xn channels, spin

distributions were not at that tinle available for the lower excitation energies.

It has been argued l'a tllat during the dynamical evolution of the fusion process, the

nuclei formed in the symmetric entrance channel become trapped in a superdeformed min-

imum, whereas for the 160 induced reaction large deformations are not reached. The large

deformations involved in this mechanism would favor enhanced a, emission for the sym-

metric entrance system, a prediction n()t s_lbstantiated by the results shown in Fig. IIB2.4.

An alternate explanation for the a2n res_llts may be that in tlle ltsSm(l_O, a2n) reaction

some incomplete fllsion contril)_tti<)11 is r<,sl)<)nsil)le for an excess cross section for this asym-

metric entrance channel. Tiffs x_ay l)(, _111_,Xl)(,cte<tfor such h)w energies, since statistical
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Figure IIB2.3. Spin distributions for Qn and (_2n exit, channels from the decay of t56Er* at 47 MeV
produced in the reactions indicated. Note the large displacements, particularily for the cm channel
(Ref. 1).

model calculations account quantitatively for the cross sections for the asymmetric case

and they overpredict the cross sections for the symmetric case. This argues against the
latter explanation.

In further experiments with the 156Er* system large differences were found in fission
cross sections, 4 and neutron multiplicities 2'5 from the decay of lS6Er* for entrance channels

having different mass asymmetry.

If the entrance channel effects are indeed present they should be reflected in the yield of

hard photons that accompany nuclear collisions. The emission of hard photons of energies

in the vicinity of the GDl2 is expected to occur in the early stages of the reaction, at

times comparable to the emission of the first neutron. Therefore, they provide a sensitive

probe and can sense the presence of entrance channel effects in the decay of the composite
system.

Interestingly, we have observed large differences for the _t-decay in the region of the

GDR for both the 16°Er* and lr_4Yb* compound nuclei formed by symmetric (64Ni) and

asymmetric (160) bombardments. (See Appendix G and 12ef. 5).
The results are briefly summarized here:

(1) The _,-ray spectra ft'ore the 160-induced reactions show a typical GDl] bump that can
be explained by statistical model calculations.

(2) The 64Ni induced reactions show _-ray spectra with a dramatically different shape.

(3) When the spectra are normalized to the evaporation residue cross section, the sym-

metric channel yield of higtl (?Ii(?i'g)"")-l'}|ys is significmltly higher in yield than from the
asymmetric channel.
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Figure IIB2.4. Channel cross section fractions for tile a2n exit channel from tile decay of 164yb
at E* of 49 MeV from 6aNl (open symbols) and 160 (closedsymbols) as a function of the key/'. A
strong differenceis seen below key/""_ 13

(4) The symmetric-channel _t-spectral shapes cannot be explained using parameters cor-

responding to superdeformed shapes.
(5) These results explain the low neutron multiplicities found for the symmetric case in

160Er.2,4

The diffic_llties associated with the a emitting channels suggest that simple dynamical

effects by themselves may not be responsible and points toward nuclear structure influences

as the explanation. It is conceivable 9 that unusually large E2 strengths stemming from the

proximity of superdeformed mini,na ,nay play a role in the de-excitation process in these

systems and this may cause the emission of _/rays to precede particle emission. This will

explain the elevated entry lines for the In exit channel a and may have some relevance in

the large -f-ray yields observed in the GDt-I experiments. This will be prominent for the

symmetric entrance channels where higher spins are populated.

The full understanding of the origin of these entrance channel effects clearly needs more

work. In a recent experiment performed last February we have succesfully obtained a and

proton spectra and angular distributions associated with individual exit channels f,'om the
decay of the a6°Er* and l_aYb* compound systems formed at E*=52 MeV in 160 and 64Ni

bombardments. We expect that the shapes of tl,e spectra and their angular distributions

will be a sensitive probe for the entra,lce channel effects, and will help shed some light

in distinguishing between the two nleclmnisms discussed above for the a2n channel cross

sections. The experimental analysis has progressed to the point where "physics tapes"

have been obtained and we will be l(_oking at the particle spectra shortly.

The strong excitation energy del)en(lence _)t)served for the (HI, xn) exit channels in(li-

cates that a similar str()ng (lel)end,'n('(. f()r the cha,'ge(1 l_a,'ticle enlitt.ing channels may be
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present. If the full explanation fl_r these entrance channel effects is to be found, complete

data including the excitation energy dependence of the emission of charged particles, and

in particular of a's, must br made availal)le. The high detection efficiency of the Dwarf

Ball was shown to be invaluable for bringing out the low ,cross section charged-particle

emitting channels.

This past July we completed an experiment and measured an excitation fimction for

the system 16°Er* produced at 40, 65, and 75 _IeV of excitation by 160 + 144Nd and 6aNi

+ 96Zr bombardments. We have measured charged particles in coincidence with discrete

7-rays employing the Dwarf Ball, 18 Compton Suppression Ge detectors, and the Spin

Spectrometer. This experiment is now being analyzed.

1. A. Ruckelshausen et al.. Ph!ts. Rev. Left. 56, 23,56 (1986).
2. R.V.F. Janssens et al., Phys. Left. 181B, 16 (1986).
3. V. Metag, (private communication).
4. F.L.tl Wolfs et al., Phys. Rev. C39, 865 (1989).
5. W. Kuhn et al., Phys. Rev. Left. 51, 1858 (1!)85).
6. J.R. Beene et al. (recent analysis of our earlier data)
7. M.L. Ilalbert et al., Phys. Rev. C40, 2558 (1989).
8. M. Thoennessen ct al. , Notre Dame meeting (1990).
9. B. Fornal et al., Phys. Rev. C42, 1,t72 (1990) and private COmlnunication (1990).

IIB3. Lifetimes of Subbarrier a Particles and Protons by the Atomic Clock

Method - D.G. Sarantites, rt.J. Charity, L. Gallamore [\\:U], J.tt. Beene, M.L. Halbert,

and R.L. \'armer [ORNL].

The study oi subbarrier en fission of a particles provided us with a tool for investigating

deformation effecta in highly excited, rapidly rotating nuclei. 1We pointed out in Iter. 1 that

subbarrier c_ emission occurs ft'ore lower excitations (Fig. 7c in Ref. 1). Consequently, it is

conceivable that a substantial ft'action of the subbarrier a's may originate from states close

to the yrast line in competition with the statistical _/rays. Such emission was predicted

by statistic,d model calculations some 23 years ago. 2 It is possible that irregularities in

the level density near the yrast line may enhance this effect. A similar situation may be

responsible f,_,." the structural effects on the proton spectra that we have observe(1 a and
82

have been predicted 4 in the region near Sr.

The atomic clock method is based on the foolowing idea. For a particle emissions

faster than 4 x 10-18s the x-rays follow a-emission and therefore are associated with the

atom of the daughter nucleus (Er in the present case). For a'-particles emitted at times

longer than the x-ray lifetime, the x-rays are clxaracteristic of the atom associated with the

compound nucleus (Yb in this case). The relative intensities of x-rays from Yb and Er in

coincidence with o's can thus be used t(_ determine t lie fraction of the dela,_ed o-particles

and the correspondiIlg Inean lifet, inles.

\Ve had attempted such an experi1_lellt G ,w'ars ago, using 4 Si (,,XE, E) t_::l(,",SCOl)(S"" with a

total solid angle of SO m,_r aIld 2 plalt_r X-ray detc,ctors inserted in the Spin SI)_'ctrom('ter.

That experiment was limit_(1 ._:w,r_@ l:_v._t_ti._tics an(t an lti)l)_,r limit of _<207_ was placard
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for the fraction of delayed c, emission for all Ea energies. We used the reaction 6"lNi + l°°Xlo
at 250 XleV (a system studied in 1Ref. 1). For the 16t"_:bcompound system vi,: = 4 x 10-18s

at EI_ = 52 keV. According to l_reliminary calculations 5 a I( vacancy yield of _ 4% is
expected in the compound nucleus.

Observation of characterisitc x-rays emitted during sequential proton evaporation from

ll2Xe compound nuclei was recently reported by Azaiez et al.6. They used coincidences
with a plastic scintillator 4n" box, an x-ray detector at 0 ° to the beam and the "Chateau
de Cristal" 7
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Figure IIB3.1. Spectra of x-rays coincident with o-particles with Eo < 20 Nick,' (thick histogram)

and with Ea >_ 20 XleV (thin histogram). Tl_e Sl:)ectra are gated with ks' > 19 from the reaction of

2.10 MeV 6°Ni + _°°,_Io. Tlw two spectra are normalized to the same Er (l(a_ -_- I(a_) x-rays. The

stalislically significant peak from lhc COml:_OUnd l_cleus Yb Kc,_ is highlighted by the filled area.

With the availability of the Dwarf Ball th,__statistics could be. lncrea,c(t"- - s, by a factor of 60

if only one x-ray detector is us,:,d. Several w(:eks ago we l)erfcn'med such an experiment. \\:e
employed an x-ray detector at 13S° to th¢_ll)(,am and recor(h'd coincid(_nces with the Dwarf

Ball a_,d the SI)in Sl)rCt_ )_n(ter , at 240 Xie\.'.," "c _ . \V{, emt)loy_,d the rc.acti_)_ _s°Xi + _°°NIo

selected to maximize tt_(: (_u_.Ni.c_2n) (:t_n_q witt_()ut ai)l)r('ci_l)h. 2(_ _'mission. During

the exI)eri_n(,nt we w_r¢• _n(_ir(ni_ tl_. x-ray\- si)_,ctra _;at_(1 t)y k-, > 19 _tnd had total
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coincidences with the Dwarf Ball and with gates on a-particles (lower and upper half of

the energy scale) and on the protons. \\:e collected data for 3.5 days. We have observed

a _rnall Yb Ka_ x-ray pca,k in the Sl-)(-?ctruln gated l)y the low energy a particles, which is

absent from that gated by the high energy a,'s. This is shown in Fig. IIB3.1. A small

highlighted peak from the Yb compound nucleus is seen. It should be pointed out the

better gating with lower a,-energy and k_ will enhance the peak to background. Significant
background arises from 1,-ray scattering both ft'ore the Dwarf Ball into the x-ray counter
and from the x-ray counter into the Nai detectors neighboring the x-ray counter. It is

expected that appropriate vetoing with the Nai detectors neighboring the x-ray counter

',',,ill reduce the background by a factor of 2 - 3.
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Figure 11133.2. X-ray spectra coincident with ally count in the l)warf Ball (thin histogram) and

with protons of auy en,,rgy (thick I_istogram) recor,t_,d in the l)warf Ball. A snlall peak lab_'led YB
l(o_ is seen in the tllick histogram, indicating possil_le slow proton emission.

In a manner similar to c_ emission, near and below the })artier t)roton eval)oration may

also have a slow COml)(ment. In ota" onli_e spectra we have observed compo_md nucleus

x-rays in coincidence with protons. This is showu in Fig. IIB3.2. A small Y1) I((:_,peak is

seen in the thick histogram Sl)ectrm-n. TI_(' tl_i_ liues corresl)(m(t t() x-ray Dwarf Ball (DB)

coincidences. Here tl_e DB is s(.usiti\(" t() /,-rays, l)rotous an(t c_-parti('lcs. C(msequently
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the x-ray spectrum coincident with anything in the DB shows 70Yb, 69Tru and 6sEr x-

rays. Further analysis is required to confirm this observbation of slow proton emission.

Clean gates must be ensured in this analysis. The planned analysis is discussed in the

accompanying proposal.
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IIB4. Very Large Deformations Observed at High Excitation Energies via GDR

Studies - M. Thoennessen [MSU], J.R. Beene, F.E. Bertrand, C. Baktash, M.L. Halbert,

D.J. Horen, D.C. Hensley, R.L. \;arner [ORNL], D.G. Sarantites and D.W. Stracener [\VU].

The 2,-decay of the giant-dipole resonance (GDR) built on excited states has been

found to be not only a useful tool for study of nuclear shape effects for nuclei as a function

of excitation and spin, 12 but it is also sensitive to reaction dynamics. 3'4 For example,

the reduction of the fission probability at the early stages of the decay of highly excited

compom:d nuclei was reflected into an enimncement of GDR -f-rays preceeding fission, s'6.

It was pointed out 1''2 that the GDR does not necessarily measure the minimum of the

underlying potential energy surface. It is, however, expected to be sensitive to the average

of the deformation of the emitter over the short time scale of the GDR decay. In order

to explore these effects we have made a simultaneous study of tLe GDl2. decay originating

from a composite system when it undergoes fission or when it le:_ds to fusion evaporation

residues (ER).

In this work we measured GDl2 photons in coincidence with ER and with fission frag-

ments for the reactions of 160 Me\: 1_O + 159Tb, leading to 175Ta at, 123 MeV of excitation.

\Ve have found that the GDR spectrum coincident with El2 is well represented by a stan-

dard calculation with small deformation. The shape and may itude of the GDl-/ spectrum

in coincidence with the fission fragments cannot 1)e reproduced by calculations with stan-

dard parameters of the post-fission and pre-fission contributions to the GDI1. Even when

a delay for fission is introduced via a friction coefficient (-/_, 10) the shape of the observed

GDl2 is not well reproduced t)3' normal deformation. One must introduce a splitting in the

GDR that would correspond to a/3 __ 0.55. Such a large deformation indicates that the

" observed GDl] spectrum is at least sampling on the average the shape of the nucleus on the

way to fission. A similar study of the GDl2 for fission of neutron de_cient Pb iso.topes with

comparable fissility to this system pro&wes GDl2 spectra with much smaller deformations

(;3_= 0.3S). 6 Consequently it may 13_arg_wd th,__ the pr(_sent exp_'riment may be sensitive

to additional stmlcture effects the that persists ;_t these moderate temperatures.



The abstract of a first draft of a letter is included as Appendix H.
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IIC. PRODUCTION AND STUDY OF HOT NUCLEI

IIC1. Production of Hot Nuclei- The Nuclear Level Density at High Exclta-

tions - A. Chbihi, L.G. Sobotka, N.G. Nicolis, D.G. Sarantites, D.W. Stracener, Z Majka

[\VU], D.C. Hensley, J.R. Beene and M.L Halbert [ORNL].

The simplest way to prepare highly excited nuclei is by means of fusion reactions.

The decline of complete fusion in heavy-ion reactions as the relative velocity at contact

exceeds 0.lc is well known. This is indicated by measurements of velocity distributions

of evaporation residues 1 or by measurements of tile fission fragment folding a.ngle 2. Thus,

the "degree" of incomplete fusion in a given reaction must be known in order to be able

to reconstruct the excitation energy in such a reaction. 'vVe have employed this method in

detail (see App. I for a reprint) in order to produce hot nuclei with known excitations up

to 402 MeV for nuclei with mass A __ 110. Having done this, we turned our attention to

the study of one of tile important properties of highly excited nuclei, namely the nuclear

level density.

At moderate excitations, the Fermi gas model 3 provides an equation of state U =

aT a, where the level density parameters a = 7r2A/4el • __ A/15 and T is the temperature.

Experimentally, the values of a are larger than this estimate, being typically __ A/8. There

are two reasons for this. The first is the influence of the diffuse surface of real nuclei, 4 which

would give a = A/[14.61(1 + 4A-I/a)]. The second one is the increase in effective mass of

the nucleon 5,e for the nuclei at T = 0. As the temperature is increased, the effective mass

decreases and this should reflect a decrease in the level density parameter.

In this work we have carefully examined and employed two different techniques for

extracting the level density constant, a, from evaporative spectra emitted from nuclei

at different excitations. These methods are utilizing analysis of spectra from the whole

cascade and of difference spectra from two different excitations.

In the analysis of the whole cascade spectra, the slopes of the evaporation spectra must

be multiplied by a correction factor r fly in order to permit one to relate these corrected

slopes to the statistical temperatures (which are connected to the first chance emission).

These correction factors were determined by detailed statistical model simulations which

are described at length in Appendix J and are shown in Fig. 2 of Appendix J.

Tile correction factors .flI." were found to be independent of the value of a, but depend

critically on the angular momentum distributions of the hot nuclei and consequently they

depend on the type of emitted particle.

In the analysis of the difference spectra, following a procedure employed by Gonin e_

al. s, the evaporative spectra from two nearby excitations are subtracted alld the difference

spectrmn is assumed to originate from the region of excitation betwe(m the two initial

excitations. Again, correct.ion factors must be emi)loyed to permit the association of the

slopes of the diffcrenc(:, spectra with the statistical temp(_rat_lres. These corr(,ction factors

fD were extracted also from ,h'tailcd ._t_tistic_l mo¢h'l calc_dati(ms and ar(' sh()wn in Fig.
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indicated in the absisca. Tile left, middle and rigllt values in each histogram are calculated for tile
k - A/a values of 6.0, 8._3 and 11.0 ,_le\,', respectively.

4 of Appendix J. They are in general smaller th_n those from the whole spectra and they

are found to depend also ¢m the angul_:tr m(mlentum distributions involved.
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temperature. The triangles are from our work. Tile da.shed and solid lines are calculated in Ref. 6
(see text).

In these analyses the evaporation code EV'AP was employed for the simulations (see

the following section IIIC2 and Appendix K.) The correction factors fIv and fD extracted

from these simulations were employed to correct, the slopes of the whole evaporation and

difference spectra obtained from our incomplete f:-sion study. The difference spectra were

derived by subtraction of spectra from two different EFt velocity bins which correspond

to different excitations. In these analyses we employed primarily spectra of protons and

deuterons which had correction factors that are least sensitive to angular momentum. It is,

however, imperative that the statistical model calculations reproduce reasonably well both

the slopes and the particle multiplicities. Our calculations of the particle multiplicities

are summarized in Fig. IIC!-I. The neutron, proton, and a-particle multiplicities are

reproduced to better than 30% with a = .4/S.5 or .4/11 for all excitations. The deuteron

and triton multiplicities, however, are overestimated by a factor of __ 2.5. This difficulty

is associated with a failure of the optical model penetrabilties to account for the emission

of these particles. We will return to this issue in the next Section of this report.

In summary, the level density constants 1,:= A/a extracted from our data are shown

in Fig. IIC1-2, where they are plotted as a function of the temperature T. The open

full triangles are from this work, the open circles are from I:lef. 9 and the full circle from

tRef. 8. The dashed curve is for a constant diffuseness d = 0.7 fm and the solid curve was

obtained 6 with d = 0.7(1 + 0.0lT 2) fm. Part of the difference between the value of Gonin

et al. s and our values may be ch.w to difl'crenc_,s in the diffuse surface betwe(,n the A =
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160 and "_ 110 nuclei employed, respectively. We should point that in such a plot nuclei in

different mass regions are compound without appropriate accounting of the surface effects.

This may account for some of tile variations, but in view of the large errors involved this

comparison is still instructive.
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IIC2. Investigations of the Statistical Decay Modes of Highly Excited Com-

pound Nuclei.- N.G. Nicolis, D.G. Sarantites, L.G. Sobotka and R.J. Charity

A great deal of insight into the decay properties of highly excited compound nuclei

comes from comparisons of experimental data with the predictions of the statistical model.

For the purpose of making a realistic description of these properties, we recently completed

the development of an extended version of the Monte-Carlo statistical model evaporation

code E\,;AP 1 (See Appendix I( for a preprint ). hnportant features of the code include:

(a) An extended excitation energy range of validity, which makes possible calculations

of excited systems eg. _lp to E* _ 400 MeV.

(b) The consideration of decay channels involving n, p, d, t, a', 3He and 6Li emission.

(c) The use of externally created transmission coefficients (T£), calculated for each

individual nucleus and type of emitted particle.

Using the last feature, we recently studied 2 (see Apprendix L for a preprint) the si,t>

tistical deuteron and triton emission from highly excited compound nuclei, using different
models for transmission coefficients.

In the statistical model description, the penetrability for particle emission is related

to the one of the inverse (capture) process through the principle of detailed balance. The

traditional method of calculating particle penetrabilities employes Tt's derived from an

optical model (O_I) calculation with standard parameters a. For many years, this method

has been able to describe successfully the decay properties of compound nuclei for low to

moderate excitation, for which n, p and a-emission are the most probable decay modes.

Table I shows the total p, d, t and a cross sections observed in the reaction 4 191 MeV

14N + l°3Rh --+ 11rTe* (E* = 107 X:Ie\'). The calculated yields from EVAP using OM Tg's

are also shown. They are in g()od agreement with the experimental values. Similarly,
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Table I. Experimental 4 and calculated cross sections

of the evaporated charged particles in the reaction 121 MeV

14N + l°3Rh --+ 117Te* (E* = 107 MEV).

Particle (v) au (mb) acalc (mb)(OM Tc)

p 1894 + 190 1753.9
d 90 ± 14 135.5

t 21 + 3 22.8

c_ 930 + 90 1157.4

a good agreement has been found in the absolute magnitude and spectral shapes of the

evapora.tive p, c_, d and t spectra for this reaction 2.

Next, we applied the same approach to the description of particle multiplicities from

equilibrated emitting sources observed in 25 MeV/u 2sSi + 1°°Mo reactions 5'6. Fig. IIC2.1a
shows the experimental I1, p, a., d and t nmltiplicities as a function of the initial excitation

energy of the emitting source. The lines represent the results of EVAP calculations. The
solid, dash-dotted and dashed lines correspond to calculations with level density constants

of A/11.0, A/8.5 and A/6.0, respectively. The neutron and proton nmltiplicity data are in

favour of the A/11.0 calculation; a result consistent with the analysis of the high energy

slopes of the corresponding evaporation spectra 6. The alpha multiplicity data lie between

the A/6.0 and A/11.0 calculations. However. the deuteron and triton multiplicities are

systematically overpredicted, irrespective of the level density constant choice. This over-

prediction increases up to a factor of 2 or more as the level density constant becomes

smaller. Although the trend of the calculations with the level density constant is under-

stood on the general grounds of the statistical model, it has been impossible to reduce the

calculated d and t yields with standard parameter changes 2.

Alexander, Magda and La ndowne, recently reviewed the logical basis of using optical

model (OM) Te's in statistical model calculations 7. A comparison of OM Te's was made

with the ones derived from an ingoing-wave boundary condition (IWBC) calculation. These

Te's give the transmission probability through the real potential barrier. It was pointed out

that processes like transparency, shape resonances or peripheral absorption are normally
present in the OM Te's. These processes raise questions on the suitability of the OM Te's

in describing the inverse process of capture from an excited nucleus. It was suggested
that simple barrier penetration Tr's, such as those of the I\VBC model, may be more

appropriate for use in statistical model calculations.

Following Ref. 7, we created a transmission coefficient set using the real part of the O_I

potentials a and replaced the role of the imaginary parts with an ingoing-wave boundary

condition. The statistical mod(q calculations for the high-energy m_fltiplicity data are

shown in Fig. IIC2.1b. It is sccn that the A/11.0 calculation r_produces closely the M,_,
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:'tlp and ,'ria data. The calculated d and t yields are still in excess of the experinlental ones.
However, the use of IWBC T_'s improw._s the discrepancies flmnd with original the OXl Te

set. This improvement is attributed to some elimination of processes in the OM absorption
which are not related to fllsion. Therefore, it becomes desirable to examine transmission

coefficient sets describing fusion of deuterons on different targets as candidates for the

description of the emission properties of our systems.
In a recent study, West et al. s, measured excitation functions for the ground and an

excited isomer state in the reaction 52Cr(d, 2n)52_In g'm. They found that the assumption of

equating the fusion cross section of d + 52Cr to the OM absorption (reaction) cross section
fails to explain the observed cross sections. Sul_sequently, Mustafa ct al. 9, were able to

describe the above data using offus ft'ore a direct-reaction approach to fusion (DIIAF)
method 11 In the DRAF method, the fusion part of the reaction process is incorporated in

the inner region of the imaginary part of the optica!, potential. The outer part is associated
with incomplete fusion or direct reaction processes. This separation is achieved with the

introduction of a fl_sioT_radius. A decomposition of the OM absorption cross section CYabs

into a complete fusion crC'F and a direct interaction part crDI is then obtained' cr(,bs =
czCF -b _rDI. The usefulness of the method lies in the fact that once the fl, sion radius is

determined, a description of the complete and direct interaction processes can be made

on the same footing. Furthermore, it, provides us with a method of creating Te's related

to the fusion part of the absorpt, ion process in the OM description. Using this method,

Mastroleo et al.l° were able to describe the cross sections of various processes in d + 93Nb

reactions; a reaction system with a mass similar to our emission systems.

A transmission coefficient set was created with O_I Tf's for n, p and a,-particles and
• '_° SDRAF Te's for deuterons and tritons A fusion ramu_ for deuterons consistent with that

of tlef. 10 and a radius of a similar magnitude for tritons was used• The corresponding

statistical model calculations are compared to the data in Fig.IIC2.1c. For neutrons and

protons we have a.degree of agreement similar to that obtained with OXl or IWBC Te's. For

deuterons and tritons, the agreement is now remarl_ably good. The small overprediction
of :'ria is not considered significant. In fact one should introduce a fusion radius for each

particle, because direct reaction contributions are known to be present for all particle

types. For example, when a fusion radius of 1.Sfm was introduced for the a particles good

agreement with experiment was obtained.

Some conclusions can be drawn from the comparisons of statistical model calculations

with different transmission coeffici(:'nt sets. The introduction of IWBC Tg's shows the

existence of processes which are included in the description of Ohi absorl_tion but are

not related to fusion. One wo_fld iii:(: to eliminate these proc:ssese'"", in order to obtain a

description of particle emissio_l consistent with the principle of detailed balance. This is

the task of the IIVBC model. It s('cms that the direct-reaction type of processes in the OM

Tg's represent a small fracti(m (_f the ()XI aI_s(_rption cross section for ll_?lltrt)llS, In'(_tons

and alphas. This explains tlle sllc'(:(,ss (_f tll_, ()_XI Tf's in st_,tistical mo(M calculati(ms
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where n, p and a-emissions dominate. However, this method seems to break down for

deuterons and tritons whose emissi_m becomes ,;ignificant at high excitation energie_. The

present work shows that this breakdown is associated with the presence of non-fusion

processes which involve a large fracti_m of the O,Xl absorption cross section. The employed

DRAF method provides a quantitative means of removing these processes and providing

a transmission coefficient set consistent with the fusion process. Using this method, it

became possible to restore overpredictions in the deuteron and triton emission yields of

more than 50%, a result which could not be achieved by any other parameter change.

The employed deuteron fllsion radius parameter is consistent with a published analysis

of fusion cross sections of deuteron induced reactions on a target similar to our emission

systems 1°. This result, strengthens our confidence in the method. Unfortunately, little is

known about the mass or energy-dependence of fusion radii which are derived from fusion

cross sections. \Ve believe that systematic studies of reactions induced by ali particle

types including deuterons and tritons are needed. This may provide valuable information

for input parameters in the description of statistical n, p, d, t, and a emission from highly
excited nuclei.

1. Code EVAP, by N.G. Nicolis, D.G. Sarantites and J.R. Beene (submitted for publication). (Preprint
included as Appendix K).

'2. N.G. Nicolis, D.G. Sarantites. L.G. Sobotka and rt.S. Charity, (submitted for publication, preprint
included as Appendix L).
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IID. INCOXIPLETE FUSION AND FRAG:XIENTATION REACTIONS

IID1. Linear Momentunl and Excitation Energy Reconstruction ill Incomplete

Fusion Reactions- A. Chbihi, L.G. Sol)otka, Z. _lajka, D.G. Sarantites, D.W. Stracener,

V. Abenante, T.:XI. Semkow, N.G. Nicolis [\VU], D.C. Hen,(ly,s_• J.R. Beene, and M.L. Hal-

bert [ORNL].

The main objective of this work was to examine in detail tile methods available for

reconstructing tile energy bahmce in incomplete fusion reactions in tile light of our 4rr

measurements of LCP and neutrons associated with ER's at various linear momentum

transfers. This work is part of a published paper (Reprint is included as Appendix I).
Tile main results of this work are:

(1) Tile partition of linear momentum between various sources is deduced using the mea-

sured residue velocity, multicomponent fits to LCP's, and mean neutron multiplicities.

(2) Tile reconstruction of the linear momentum indicates that a substantial fraction of

the momentum is not detected by our apparatus when slow ER's are produced. With

reasonable assumptions, this missing n:onmntum can be calculated and the initial exci-

tation energy of the compound-like system can be obtained as a function of the residue

velocity (See Figs. 11 and 12 in Appendix I).

(3) The excitation energy of the compound-like system can also be calculated from tile

multiplicities of the TLF emissions. This excitation energy agrees to 10% with the re-

sult from (2) above and shows the consistency and validity of the assumptions involved.

A monotonic relationship bet.ween \'EI_ and the excitation energy was established.

(4) The methods outlined in (2) and (3) indicate that incomplete fusion reactions can be

used to produce hot nuclei with known excitation in the temperature range between
3.0-6.0 XlcV.

The results (1) and (2) are not new, but we have introduced several improvements

to the work of \\:ada ct al. 1 The result (3) is new. It should 1)e noted, however, that the

extraction of the excitation energy (lepmlds on the assumptions in (2) and on the n:easured

velocity of the ER.

1. Ft. \Va(la et al., Phgs. Roy. C39,-t.97 (1989).

IID2. The Meehanisnl for the Disassembly of Excited 160 Projectiles into

Four Alpha Particles -,7I. Barreto, R.J. Charity, L.G. Sobotka, D.C. Sarantites,

• , : ,. [WU]R. Auble, C. Baktash, a.It. Beene,D.W Stracener, A. Chbihi N.C Nicolis

F. Bertrand, _I. Halbert, D.C. Hensley, D. Horen, C. Ludermann, _I. Thonnessen and

R. Vanner [ORNL]

The decay of excito(1 m_cloi i:_t()ln_tl_y fr_gln_'nts is a topic of considerabh_ interest

at present. The n:odolsfor e×l)laini::gthin tyl)(:,()fd(:cnyinch:d(,both prompt breakup

and sequentialc:nissi()n()ftl:,,f:'_:e;n:,,::ts,lt isi:nl)():'tantt()fin(lcloarsignat.:u'o::_fi)rtl:e
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various modes of disassembly. Such :: technique is to study the rel_ttive velocities between

tile fragments. If the fragments are initially in close proximity their subsequent interaction

is dominated by the mutual ('oulc_Inb repulsion, which leads to a suppression of small

relative velocities (relative emission angles). In contrast, for a sequential decay, the time

intervals between emissions will be long and the Dagments do not experience significant

mutual interactions. Therefore the small relative velocities are not suppressed. Harmon

e*. ag 1 have measured relative angles of a-particles produced in the disassembly of 160

projectiles, and concluded that a sequential decay mechanisn: accounts for this decay.
'SIn this work we :dso studied the breakuI) of 160 into 4 a' , but both our experimental

approach and analysis had some new important features:

(a) \Ve employed a 4,'r coverage of the reaction, instead of only a forward array of detectors.

This allowed us to make a signific:,ntly better characterization of the events identified

by the forward wall as belonging to the 1_0 + 4a, process.

(b) \Ve have made more detailed simulations including prompt, sequential, fission then

sequential, and sequential followed by fission. \Ve have excluded the prompt mechanism

and those including fission. The data are consistent only veith a sequential decay for

the excitation energies reached in this work.

(c) \Ve deduced the nlinimum time interval between emissions of the a-particles and found

it to be of the order 3 × 10-"Is.

Our group provided the experimental data, which were acquired 1)y D. Sarantites and

D. Stracener in a summer visit at ORNL. The data analysis was done by a. Barreto and

the simulations and interpretation by R. Charity.

1. |Iarmon ct. al., Phys. Lctt. B235, 234 (1990). A preprint of this work w_ submitted for publication
and a preprint is included as Appendix _1

IID3. A 4a" Approach to the Energy Division in the Reaction of 19.1

MeV/nucleon 48T1 q- _aNb - \'. Abenante, Z. Majka, A. Chbihi, D.G. Sarantites.

R.J. Charity, D.\V. Stracener, N.G. Nicolis [\\:U], D.C. Hensley, J.R. Beene and NI.L. Hal-

bert [ORNL].

In this work our objectives are:

( 1 ) to determine the relative iml_O:'tance of incomplete fusion and projectile h'agnlentation

(2) to establish the connection t)etween momentum transfer and excitation energy im-

parted to the target-like fragnlent (TLF) and

(3) to stud), the part it icru of excitation energy between the binary reaction partners, which

for these intermediate " e',"e'¢n :gl:s account for nlost of the cross section.

In our previous work (Sect. IID1) we to(_k advantage of the characterization of the

events by the nleasured velocity of E1R's, front which the monlentum transferred to the TLF

was derived. Here, v,'e take the complelncntarv _I)proa('h _md deduce the linear momentunl

transferred to the TLF fr()In tlle forw_,r(1 nlomenta of ali the fragments detected in the
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Dwarf Wall and part of othe Ball. In fact, we can separate tile binary events by requiring

that only one I.NIF is decteced.

For the "tSTi induced reactions, we selected the events that include detected I_IF's. \\re

find that these events have _ $5 _, of the yield in 1 I._IF _ 12% in two IMF's, and the

remainder in 3 or more I.XIF's.

.... ! .... I .... I ....

103 _STi + 9SNb
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5 IS
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I0"2_,,, , I I , , ,

0 10 20 30 qO

E)Iob,primarg

Figure IID3.1. Angular distributions in tile laboratory for the reconstructed primary PLF's that
lead to tile detected IXlF Ne. The Z of rho PLF is shown as 2Zi.

Assuming fl:_r the moment that the events with only one detected IMF are binary, we

can proceed to reconstruct the primary projectile-like fragment from the forward detected

particles. For each detected I.XIF in the S°, 15 ° and 22 ° rings, the light-charged particles

emitted in a _25 ° cone are included in the reconstruction of the PLF from a vector addition

of the momenta. This provides the velocity and energy of the PLF, which in turn is used

via binary kinematics to obtain the t()tal kinetic energy loss (TKEL), and the angular

distribution of PLF's leading t() eaclx I.NIF. Then appropriate ZPLF and TKEL gates are

placed and the spectra from the vario_:s clnitting s(mrces are constructc,(1 an(1 analyzed for

nmltiplicities from which the enc'rgy sllari::g can be obtain('d.

This first or(h,r appr()xi_nati(,l: ::eu;l(,ct(,d a:ly fast, i)r('eq_:ilil)ri::m partich's. These

can be (l('termi::<,(l::(,xt._::(.I_,::(.wit(,t':,ti(n:with re(l::c('(lt(_talavail_ll)l(":'n('t'gycan l?e
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made. This procedure seems to v,'ork. As an illustr_,tion we show in Fig. IID3.1 the angular

distributions of all PLF's with Z ft'(ml 13-22. when the detected I.NIF was Ne. In Fig. IID3.2
we show a density ph)t representing the v('h)city distribution along the PLF-TLF center-

of-mass axis for a-particles and f()" a TI{EL of 390 :kiev ft'ore ZPLF -- 16. The TLF and

PLF Coulomb circles are clearly seen., The extra intensity at the 4 ()'clock direction is due

to preequilibrium emission along the beam direction.

200 -

0

I I 1

0 50 IO0 150 200

Figure IID3.2. Density plot of rt particles emitted frown the TLF and PLF (ZpL F -- 16 ) shown

as a function of um and I'll al_,_g the directiot_ of lira C.._I. for the PLF-TI, I" emissio_. The b,'a,n
is in the 4 o'clock direction.

Samples of the particle m_tltiplicities deduced for the TLF emissions are shown in

Fig. IID3.3 ft'ore fits of sp(_,ctra of particles emitted at the backward angles. Fig. IID3.1(a)

shows the proton multiplicities 5Ip as a flmcti(m of tlm TKEL for the forward reconstntcted

ZpLI:'. It is seen that for a given Zpl.r the .",Ipincreases with increasing TI{EL (Fig. IID3.3a),

and for a given TI,2EL (or Ea_,ail) 5Ip irlcreases as ZPLF d(.'ci'eas('s, i.e. as the transferred
mass to the target incre_s(,s its _,xcit_ti()n e_(u'gy also increases.

The particle nmltil)liciti(,s f(,r tll(" TLF can 1)e c()nv('rt(.(t to (:x('itati()n en(q'gies via

statistical model cal('_tl_,ti()ns ill,tr r(_l)r(,(l_t,'e tl_(' i_(';,,_('(t n_ltil)li('iti('s. TI_(' ('()_sistency

,-) -
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Figure 1ID3.3. (a) Proton multiplicities emitted from the TLF for selected ZPLF's as a function
of the TKEL. (b) The same proton multiplicities as ill (a) shown as a function of ZPL for selected
gates on the available excitation energy (TKEL).

of the analysis will require to fit the forward spectra with a PLF and a preequilibrium

component. A second iteration will be needed.

We are at present exploring the possibility of fitting the backward spectra for particle

multiplicities and TLF velocities. If the fitted velocities for the TLF are smaller than

the one from binary kinematics, they should be reflecting the energy removed by the

preequilibrium component, and if so they can be used to determine the latter.

IID4. Dissipative Collisions of 28.2 MeV/nucleon :a6Xe with 2°7Bi - Parti-

cle Multiplicity Correlations- S.P. Baldwin, B. Lott, B.M. Quednou, B.M. Szabo,

W.U. Schrgder, a. T6ke, [U. Roch.], .J. Barreto, R.J. Charity, L. Gallamore, D.G. Saran-

tites, L.G. Sobotka [\VU], and R.T. (le Souza [_ISU].

Irt recent years studies of dissipative collisions between heavy ion of intermediate energy

have employed 47r detection of either ct,arged particles or of neutrons. Charged particle

multiplicities characterize the elcnlental composition of the products and only sample the

excitation energies i::voh'cd, while nol:trons provide a more complete determination of the
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energy dissipation. The combined measurements can provide a complete characterization of

the events, which would provide stringent tests of models dealing with particle production.

We have recently completed the first of such combined measurements. Some preliminary

results will be shown of what is the most complete study for reactions in the intermediate

region.

2°9Bi+13eXe

EL_b/A = 28.2 MeV/nucleon

50 '"'I''"I""I""l''"

• I /

40 -- , i / -.
• / .

, ! f -

-_ !

3o ,
.' Z _

20 _/.// ----- Z>O --

--. Z=l "

.... Z=2
I0

o
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<mz>

Figure III)4.1. A contour plot of the d,.tected total neut.ron m,lltil_licity (mn> as a f,lnclion of
the total charged-particle (rez). Tlm lines arefrom statistical model calculations fc)r the various Z
values indicated.

The reaction pr()du('ts from the reactions of l3';Xe + 2°VBi at 2S.2 XIe\'/nllch__on were

detected with the Dwarf B_ll and \\'all and thf' University of Rochester Neutr()n Mltlti-

I)licity Xleter (N._I5l). Til(" Dwarf s)'ste::: giv(,s the energy and cotti's(. _ i)()sition for p, d, t,

aHe, a and IXIF's up to Z __ 25. while tll(, NXI._I provi(ted the neutron mltltiplicity from

slow sources with an eff-i(:i(:.:l(:v()f _ T.5(X.

The simplest corr(:4ati()n to 1)e (_:,:;,nlil_(.ctinv()h'(.s ttlat 1)(,tw(_en tire total n(,lltron imtlti-

pli('ity (,nn) and the total charg(_(l-p_rti(:lc n_fltiI)li('ity (_z). Tiffs is slt()wn in Fig. IID4.1.

_)ll.,tt _,.. b,L,L_,__ _,._/_...(LL '_'_J'_"2 t_ ,_ __t ltl,"_ (li_" l)t'llltllt'i(Ll (tll(l I)_./lIl j)l_)jl'l lilt" ¢llltt 1(ll_,7_tft lll'l\(2

vr'ry trig;}, Z's ()_l(_eXl,('('ts tl,,' l)_lk ()f ._,_,'l; ,':,,cit;,ti()], t_)t)(' (li._sil)_,t,'(l t)y n('_tr()_ _'z_issio_.
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Indeed. at low <rez> a large variation in (m,> is observed. For the more central collisions,

the charged-particle multiplicity or the neutron multiplicity are measures of tile violence

of the reaction. This is indeed observed (Fig. IID4.1) where the (m,.) and (rez> values

increase in a correlated way for large multiplicities.

IID5. A Study of the Multiplicity Dependence of the High Energy Photon Pro-
duction in a Heavy-Ion Reaction - L.G. Sobotka, L. Gallamore, A. Chbihi, D.G. Saran-

tites, D.W. Stracener [WU], W. Bauer, D.R. Bowman, N. Carlin, R.T. deSouza, C.K. Gel-

bke, W.G. Gong, S. Hannuschke. Y.,D. Kim,W.G. Lynch, R. Ronnigen, M.B. Tsang, F. Zhu

[XISU], J.Y(. Beene, XI.L. Halbe_'t and _r. Thoennessen [ORNL].

This stud)," of bremstrahlung production as a function of charged-particle multiplicity

was done at MSU using the Dwarf System and the ORNL BaF2 "i-ray detection array. The

experiment was analyzed by L.G. Sobotka and L. Ga llamore and a paper was submitted

for publication. The abstract is given below and a preprint is attached as Appendix N.

Abstract: The production of high energy photons in an intermediate energy heavy ion reaction (65
,_leV/nucleon 4°At = '3Nb) is studied by characterizing the events, which produce the photons, by
the forward and backward, light and heavy, cltarged particle production. \Vhile the absolute yield
of high energy photons increases with increasing charged-particle multiplicity, the spectral shape
is found to be almost independent of multil)licity. This indicates that the fundamental photon
production mechanism is insensitive to the impact parameter but that the production process is
more probable for the more violent central collisions These data are compared to predictions
of reaction simulations based on the Bolt zmann-Uei_liz.g-Uhenbeck equation. These calculations
reproduce the overall yield of photons ow._r 30 3IeV but underpredict the inverse slope parameter.
This comparison also suggesls strong particle lnuitil)licity fluctuations at fixed impact parameter.
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III. INSTRUMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

IIIA. ADVANCES IN INSTRU.XIENTATION

IIIA1. The Dwarf Ball and _Vall System - D.G. Sarantites, L.L. Wittmer,

D.W. Stracener, J. Elson, It.J. Charity, and L.G. Sobotka [WU].

From experimental work presented in this report it has become clear that the Dwarf

Ball and \Vall (DBW) system is very well suited for low to intermediate energy reaction

studies, and as a teel for spectroscfopic studies via its channel selection capability. Fur-

thermore, in the overlap area between these two fields, the so called "interface between

structure and reactions", the DBW system is caspable of making the most significant con-

tributions. For these reasons we are very much interested in improving the performance

and counting rate ca.pabilities of the DBW system most appropriate for *hese low en-

ergy studies. \Ve have already begun changes both for the DB\V detectors and for the
associasted electrol,ics.

There are two areas for improvement of the DBW detectors. The first is the use of

the DBW with Ge detectors, which are detecting discrete --/-rays through the DBW, that

can cause absorption and scattering. The second is associated with the use of DBW with

a low efficiency external trigger, i.e. a set of Ge detectors or an array of BaF2 detectors

etc., whereby the DB\\: is required to run at high rates.

The problem of absorption is easilty corrected. If low energy "/-rays need to be counted
one must remove some DWB detectors in front of corresponding Ge detectors. To remedy

this problem in part we have constructed 18 DBW detectors with only 2mm CsI (instead

of 4 and 8 mm) and have used them in a recent experiment. In addition it was thought

that this would minimize the forward Compton scattering, which removes counts from the

full energy peaks and increases the undesirable Compton background. To investigate t.V,is

qu,mtitatively, we have made measurements of the peak-to-total ratio for the Compton

suppressed Ge detectors at HHIRF in the spin spectrometer, and of the magnitude of the

Compton background after sllppression.

In Fig. IIIA.1 we show Compton distributions from two Ge detectors suppressed with

BGO shields. The top spectrlml in each case is taken with a G°Co source inside the Dwarf
Ball and the bottom one with the s()llr(;e outside. The spectra are nornmlized to the

same full energy peak area. It is seen that for the detector in (b) the increased Compton

background goes up to _ 1.1 5Ie\: wllerens in (a) tlm increase is lirnited to energies below
500 keV. \Ve do not understand the different behavior of these two detectors, but out of

18 detectors tested 6 shov'ed the tmttc'rn in (a) and 12 that of (b). \Ve then took out the
CsI detector in fl'ont of a Ge dc't_'ct(_r and fo_tnd that the increase in background was ._

'_?/3of what it was with the 2mm CsI detector in piace. This clearly indicates that. large

angle scattering is rcsI_ollsibh!' fl_r tll,_ incr_'asc in the Compton background. To test this

idea we shielded the antiCompt_m slfi,'ld with a 6.0 mm anal 2.5 cm thick Pb shields (not

in very g()(,cl ge<):n(,l:y ). Tlw r(.s::lts a:'(, sll(,wn i:: Fig. IIIA1.2. It is clear that s::l)stantial
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Figure IIIAI.1. Compton suppressed Ge spectra taken with a6°Cosource inside tile Dwarf Ball
(top spectra) and with the source oulside the Dwarf Ball (bottom spectra) for two different, Ge
detectors (a) and (b) with BGO antiCompt.on shields. The compared spectra are normalized to
the same peak area in each case. The peak maxima are off scale. The observed different bevavior
between the two detectors is not understood.

1 " obtained by shielding t,he BGO suppressors. Thereduction of the extra background can )c

improvement would be better if the Ge detectors could be collimated. Some of this can

be accomplished by placing the Dwarf Ball in a smaller scattering chamber that will allow

considerably better collimation than that used in Fig. IIIA1.2.

Along these lines a further reduction of the total DB mass is desirable. This can be

done by eittler replacing ali the CsI detectors (4 and S mm) with 2mm CsI ones or even

by changing to fast-slow plastic phoswich elenl('nts.

The second aspect, of the c_mnti_lg r_ltc iml_rOvement is b_lsed on new features in cnlr

DBW electronics. Up to very recently wc ll_x'e b_.en using the SL()\\ 7 (integration of the

current pldse ft-ore 0-400 ns) nn_l tll,' LONG (_rTAIL, 1_00-3000 ,_s) pavnmeters for light

charged-l_art, icle identificatio11. \Vllih, this e;i\_,s g_l s_.par_ti_m, it, sldt',-:rs ft'<ma the LONG
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Fig. IIIA1.2 Normalized Compton suppressed spectra t.o the same peak area. 1= source outside
the Dwarf Ball, 2 = source inside the DB with 2.5 cm Pb shield, 3 = source inside the DB with 6.0

mm Pb shield, and 4 = source inside the DB but with no shielding.

(7 ys fall time) long time component, which at high rates gives a baseline shift. At present,

we are exploring an alternative which will (a) provide the required particle identification

(b) will permit a significant increase of the counting rate, and (c) will minimize pile-up.

The earlier version of our discriminators provide individual ECL outputs with widths equal

to the time over the discriminator threshold. These discriminators have a built in shaper

with a selectable time constant;. If this time is set to _ 2 ys, then the _ails of the p_dses

from different types of particles ',','ill cross the discriminator level at different times because

of the variation in the light from the tv,,o components of the CsI(TC). This provides the

desired pulse shape capability v,'itll a ,_2l_s shaping constant and allows performance at

higher rates. \Ve hope to increase the rates from 3-4 I(.c/s to 15-20 I(.c/s. This functionality

will be accomplished with the use of the recently purchased LeCroy 2277 Multihit TDC's.

These 32 channel real time TDC modules can register lO hits per channel, which may be

either on the negative or the positive going edges of the discriminator output signal. The
time over threshold is then directly determined from the time difference between the first

two hits (the frst going negative and the second going positive). Subsequent hits will be

(t_te to recrossings of the threshold levels. These recrossings will be due to either statistical

light fluctuations in tll¢, original sig_lal (with ,dl¢,rt ¢hlration) or d_ue to pile-up of another
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pulse (long time difference). This new TDC thus will not only provide an easy new method

for puslse shape discrimination, but it will permit pile-up rejection.

Another improvement in our DBW electronics and in the Mini Wall eh:ctronics (see the

following section) is in the construction, debugging and use of a new set of 2-dimensional
discriminators. A set of 8 16-channel modules were constructed from funds from this

grant. They provide several new capabilities (a) computer controlled setting of thresholds

(b) rejection of pulses narrower than _ 9 nsec (used for rejection of pulses due to electrons)
(c) an adjustable time interval in which it does not retire, (d) 16-channel ECL outputs,

and (e) an OR from any of the 16 channels (NI_I output). The rejection of the electron

pulses was found to be very valuable, because it allows us to lower the energy thresholds
considerably. These modules, however, do not provide the time over threshold.

,t .....-_

Fig. IIIA21.1 Gral,hic artist's view oi"tl_. \\'aslliIlgloll l'ni,,'c,rsily .XliniWall.
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IIIA2. Tile Milli 'Wall- L. Gallanmre, L.G. Sobotka, J.T. Hood, J. Elson, R.J. Charity,

and D.G. Sarantites [WU].
As proposed last year we have undertaken and by now completed tile construction

of a high granularity hodoscope. This device named the _Iini Wall was designed to be
compatible with the MSU 5Iini Ball and to complement it because of the Mini Ball's lack

of forward granularity which was only comparable to our Dwarf Wall. The Mini Wall,

shown in Fig. IIIA2.1 consists of 128 fast plastic - CsI(TC) phoswich elements. The fast
plastic is typically 40 lzm thick and the CsI(TC) elements 3.0 cm thick. The device spans

angles from 3.3. - 25.0.
Several changes and advances were made in the operation of the Mini Wall compared to

the Dwarf System. The most important is the replacement of the singly gated 16-channel

FERA ADC's with the Phillips 7176 individual channel gated ones. This was dictated by

the larger distances which result in variations in flight times between any 16 signals. The
second is the use of the the new 2-dimensional discriminators, described in some detail in

the previous section. The last one is the use of the new LeCroy 2277 Multihit TDC's with

new features also described in the previous section.

The new detectors of the Xlini Wall have superior particle identification capabilities

compared to the DBW. They are capable of not only spearating p, ct. t, aHe and He from

the intermediate mass fragments, but they also separate 6Li, rLi, rBe and 'aBe. This is

accomplised by use of higher TC doping (1550-1900 ppm)in the CsI (Tg) crystals (from

Hilger Analytical).

This project was masterminded by L. Sobotka with invaluable assistance ft'ore Larry

Ga llamore, with a helping hand from the remaining W.U. nuclear chemistry team. We

have contributed the new 2-dimensional discriminators and the new nmltihit Lecroy TDC's

from funds from this grant,.
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IIIB. COXIPUTEI1 FACILITY

IIIB1. The Nuclear Chemistry Computer Facility - J. Elson, D.G. Sarantites and
L.G. Sobotka

As proposed this year we llave nla(l¢' s_)me iml)rovcnmnts irl our computer system.

First we replaced a Vax Star.ion 3500 with a Vax Station 3100 model from funds from this

grant, and added another Vax Station 3100 model 76 (ft'ore L.G Sobotka's PYI grant). At

present we have a local cluster of four 3100 \'ax Stations (2 3100 model 76, one model 40
and one model 30). There are 5 2.3-Gbyle Exabyte systems available. The two mo(M 76

work stations have two EXabyte ,lrives each, and the model 40 has one Exabyte and a

Cypher 6250/1500 streaming reel tape drive. The output drives include a Tektronix 4596

inkier plotter and a QMS-S10 1)ostscript laser printer. The massive storage capacity of the
system includes 4.0 Gbytes on 5 SCSI disk drives. In order to run commercial graphics

packages for publications we acquired an IB._I PC clone (Gateway 2000 - 486 comp_ltcr).
This system will soon 1)e added to tlle ethernet local cluster as a work station.

On the Software side. tllis year we 1,fought to a satisfactory completion a data analysis

and display package (1-dim and 2-dim) program called SNAP. This program utilizes the

DEC \Vindows capabilities of t lie work stations for display and analysis of 2-dimensional

and/or 1-dimensional spectral data. It is highly interactive via a mouse or in many in-

stances with quick "I,:eys". Tlm program is written in C and Ims already been exported

to the University of Rochester.

Recently we acquired a TEI(-4010 emulation package (XTERM) that emulates _Iek-

tronic graphics on the \"MS Workstation. Tiffs display interface is extremely fast and

allows us to run ali our TEI,: based programs on the DEC windows work station.

Another acquisition is the previewer for the typesetting package TEX that runs on the
work stations.

For the IB_I PC's we have acquired the following packages (1) AXUM" a very versatile

graphics package that includes multicurve plotting, contour, sourface plots, etc. (2) Math-

ematica" A symbolic math package witll i)owerflll analytical and graphics capabilities, (3)

PC-TEX with a previewer, (4) "Word and Xlatlltype for Windows (5) Excel for Windows

and (6) Quattro Pro for windows.
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IV. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

IVA. WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL

The following Table sunmmrizes the manpower effort by our group for the period
indicated.

Person Position Effort During Effort During Last

Last Year (months) 3 Years (months)
D.G. Sarantites P.I. 9 27

A. Chibihi Research Associate - 36
N.G. Nicolis Research Associate 12 36

Z. Majka Visiting Scientist 3 3

J. Barreto Visiting Scientist 5 5

R.J. Charity Research Professor 2 2
V. Abenante Graduate Student 9 33

D. Stracener Graduate Student 12 36

L. Gallamore Graduate Student - 1

L. Wittmer Undergraduate 3 6

I(. Myers Software Specialist 2 10

J. Elson Electronics Eng. S 24

J.T. Hood Design 3 7

Total (person mont hs ) 68 216

Total (pers(m "e '_als) 5.7 18.0

Vincent Abenante, a fifth year graduate student has carried out essentially all his thesis

work. Dan Stracener will bc getting his Ph.D. at the end of this semester.

A new graduate student P.-F. H_la from the physics department has joined our group
this semester.

We have enjoyed extensive collal)oration with Lee Sobotka and his group.

IVB. COLLABORATIONS

Our group has continued to enjoy frlfitful collat)orations with numberous members

of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, incliMing J.R Beene, F. Bertrand, C. Baktash,
J. Garrett, M.L. Halbert, D.C. Henslcy, I.Y. Lee, 12. Varner, and N.R. Johnson.

We have colltimled (mr collal)orati(m witll C.K. Gelbke, W. Lynch. and M.B. Tsang of
EISU.
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We have started two new collal)orations. One with the University of Ilochester includ-

ing Udo Schri_der and .J. T_Ske and the se(,c_nd with _I. Riley and his group at the Florida
State University.
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V. PUBLICATIONS

"V\-k.PAPERS PUBLISHED OR SUB.NIITTED (19SS-1991)

1. "Statistical En fission of Deuterons and Tritons from Highly Excited ComI)omld Nu-

clei." N.G. Nicolis, D.G. Sarantites, L.G. Sobotka, and R.L. Charity, Submitted for

publication in Phys. Rev. C, August (1991).

2. "EVAP" A :Xlonte Carlo Statistical 5Iodel Evaporation Code For High Energy Com-

pound Nucleus Reactions." N.G. Nicolis, D.G. Sarantites, and J.R. Beene. Submitted

for publication in ComI)uter Communications (Aug. 1991).

3. "The 5Iechanism for the Disassembly of Excited 160 Projectiles into Four Alphas."

J. Barreto, R.J. Charity, L.G. Sobotka, D.G. Sarantites, D.W. Stracener, A. Chbihi,

and N.G. Nicolis, Submitted for publication in Phys. Rc','. C (July, 1991).

4. "A Study of the Particle .NIultiplicity Dependence of High Energy Photon Production
in A Heavy-Ion r/eaction", L.G. Sobotka, L. Gallamore, A. C,hbihi, D.G. Sarantites,

D.W. Stracener, [WU], W. Bauer, D.R. Bowman, N. Carlin, R.T. deSouza, C.K. Gel-

bke, W.G. Gong, S. Hannuschke. Y.D. Kim, \%r.G. Lynch, R. Ronningen, M.B. Tsang,

and F. Zhu [MSU], J.R. Beene, .NI.L. Halbert, and XI. Thoennessen [OIINL]. In press

as Rapid Conmmnication in Phys. 12ev. C. (1991).

5. "Yield Decomposition and Excitation Energy Reconstruction in an Incomplete Fu-
sion Rea ctioif', A. Chbihi, L.G. Sc,bc_tka, Z. *IajlCa, D.G. Sarantites, D.W. Stracener,

V Abenante, T.M. Semkow, N.G. N" ' . . . ,• . lcolls. D.C Henslev, J.R. Beene and .NIL. Halbert

Pt_y3. Rev. C43,652 (1991).

6. "'Determination of the Nuclear Level Density at High Excitation Energy" A. Chbihi,

L.G. Sobotka, Z. Xlajka, D.G. Sarantites, D.W. Stracener., V. Abenante, T.M. Semkow,
i_o •N.G. Nxcohs, D.C. Hensley, J.R. B('ene and ._I.L. Halbert. Ph'9_. Rev., C43,666 (1991).

7. "'Shape Coexistence and Disapp, arance of Pairing Correlations in 82Sr." C. Bak-
tash, G. Garcia-Bermudez. D.G. Sarantites, W. Nazarewicz, V. Abenante, J.R. Beene,
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